Extremely dry conditions characterized by amounts of precipitable water vapor (PWV) as low as 1-2 mm commonly occur in high-latitude regions during the winter months. While such dry atmospheres carry only a few percent of the latent heat energy compared to tropical atmospheres, the effects of low vapor amounts on the polar radiation budget -both directly through modulation of longwave radiation and indirectly through the formation of clouds -are considerable. Accurate measurements of precipitable water vapor (PWV) during such dry conditions are needed to improve polar radiation models for use in understanding and predicting change in the climatically sensitive polar regions. To this end, the strong water vapor absorption line at 183.3 10 GHz provides a unique means of measuring low amounts of PWV. Weighting h c t i o n analysis, forward model calculations based upon a 7-year radiosonde dataset, and retrieval simulations consistently predict that radiometric measurements made using several millimeter-wavelength (MMW) channels near the 183 GHz line, together with established microwave (MW) measurements at the 22.235 GHz water vapor line and -3 1 GHz atmospheric absorption window can be used to determine within 5% uncertainty the full range of PWV expected in the Arctic. This unique collective capability stands in spite of accuracy limitations stemming from uncertainties due to the sensitivity of the vertical distribution of temperature and water vapor at MMW channels.
Introduction
The polar regions are an important but ill-understood component of the global climate system. In response to the need for improved understanding of the effect of the polar regions on global climate, the Department of Energy's (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program established a climate observation site on the North Slope of AlaskdAdjacent Arctic Ocean (NSNAAO) in 1997 (Stamnes et al. 1999 ; Stokes and Schwartz 1994; Ackerman and Stokes 2003) . The establishment of this site followed the yearlong Surface Heat and Energy Budget of the Arctic (SHEBA) study (Curry et al. 2000) ; many similar instruments deployed during SHEBA are deployed at the NSNAAO Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) site. Many of the important scientific questions associated with the Arctic region are discussed by Stamnes et al. (1999) and by Curry et al. (1996) . These studies have shown that water vapor and clouds play an essential role in moderating the Earth's climate and that accurate measurements of the atmospheric water distribution are needed to adequately model the Earth's radiation budget. In our work, we focus on the difficult problem of measuring precipitable water vapor during cold and dry conditions. Detailed spectral measurements of downwelling infiared radiation were available during SHEBA and are currently being recorded at the NSNAAO CART site. The measurements were made by an extended-range version of the Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI-ER) (Revercomb et al. 1998; Tobin et al. 1999) , which covers the spectral range fiom 380 to 3000 cm-'. As has been shown by Clough et al. (1992) , the transparent portion of the water-vapor rotational band &om 250 to 600 cm-' is important for the Earth's energy balance. Modeling of this region is thus of particular importance. The modeling of measurements taken by AERI-ER during SHEBA was done using detailed Line-by-Line Radiative Transfer Models (LBLRTM) . Their results showed discrepancies between measurements and calculations that could be ascribed to errors in the radiosonde measurements of water-vapor profiles. Such concerns have plagued the ARM community and have been discussed by Lesht (1 999), Clough et al. (1996 Clough et al. ( ,1999 , Turner et al. (2003) , Wang et al. (2002) , and Westwater et al. (2003) . An important instrument used in identifjling such problems has been the ARM dual-fiequency microwave radiometer (MWR) (Liljegren 2000) . However, the sensitivity of this instrument in measuring precipitable water vapor (PWV) at the low concentrations that frequently exist in the Arctic ( PWV < 0.5 cm) has been questioned. Accordingly, the objective of our study is to examine the theoretical and experimental use of millimeterwave (MMW) and microwave (MW) radiometers to measure low amounts of PWV.
The measurement of PWV is well established using ground-based MW radiometry (Westwater 1978; Hogg et al. 1983; Janssen 1985) . Dual-channel MMW radiometry has been used for more than two decades to measure tropospheric water-vapor distributions &om aircraft and satellite platforms. It is particularly well suited for water vapor measurements because of the strong response to water vapor exhibited at the 183 GHz and higher frequency absorption lines.
Spectroscopic measurements made near the 183 GHz line and adjacent "window" regions permit retrievals of profiles of water vapor (Wang et al. 1983 ; Kakar and Lambrigtsen 1984; Wang and Chang 1990) . In 1991 water-vapor profiles based upon measurements made near the 183 GHz line were first Made by the Special Sensor Microwave/Temperature-2 (SSIWT-2) instrument onboard the Defense Meteorological Satellite Project (DMSP) F-1 1 satellite (Falcone et al. 1992 ). During the 1990s many studies were conducted on the use of MMW radiometry to measure water vapor, precipitation, and clouds. Wang et al. (1 997) reported a technique for deriving three dimensional water-vapor profiles using MMW measurements made at oblique incidences.
The effects of clouds on water-vapor profiles retrieved using MMW radiometry have also been investigated (Wang et al. 1992 (Wang et al. ,1997 ,200 1 a). Wang et al. (1 998) showed that ice clouds have minimal impact on measurements made between 90 and 220 GHz. This same frequency range was shown to be sensitive to the presence of liquid clouds. The application of airborne and spaceborne MMW measurements to retrieve PWV over the Arctic has been subject of more recent studies (Wang et al. 2001 (Wang et al. b, 2002 . Though the application of nadir-viewing airborne and spaceborne MMW radiometry is well established, the application of ground-based MMW measurements has been less well investigated. Jackson and Gasiewski (1 995) reported on comparisons of PWV measurements using ground-based MMW radiometry, radiosondes, and Raman lidar. Although the characteristics of the atmosphere in polar regions are not completely understood, it is widely recognized that during the winter months extremely dry conditions prevail. Serreze et al. (1 995a) reported on the distribution and flux of water vapor over the Arctic based upon radiosonde observations launched at 7OoN and higher over the period [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] . Over the winter months between November and March the average PWV is below 2.5 mm. Over the Arctic Ocean the average PWV during the winter months is 1.8 mm (Serreze et al. 1995b) . These results are consistent with a study we performed using a seven year (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) set of radiosondes from the National Weather Service (NWS) station in Barrow, Alaska. Fig. 1 shows the probability distribution and the cumulative distribution hctions of PWV measured at Barrow. The cummulative distribution shows that for 50% of the time the PWV is less than -5 mm, thus, dry conditions exist during a substantial fiaction of the year.
Obtaining accurate measurements of low amounts of vapor in the atmosphere is especially important for modeling longwave radiative fluxes during the polar winter months. Substantial variations in longwave emission caused by fluctuations in low amounts of water vapor directly affect the Arctic climate through both greenhouse trapping of radiation and cloud formation processes. These two mechanisms are suspected to have profound effects on the Arctic heat budget, and in turn, on the extent and seasonal duration of sea ice coverage and on polar weather.
In this study we present a theoretical basis for PWV measurement in an arctic environment using both MW and MMW radiometric data. We investigate the retrieval uncertainties associated with using a variety of measurement systems. We describe an experiment at the NSNAAO facility in March 1999 designed to demonstrate the ability to measure low amounts of PWV, and then discuss the subsequent data analysis. We conclude with a summary and suggestions for fkther work.
Theoretical basis for improved retrieval of low amounts of precipitable water vapor using MMW radiometry
One motivation for our work was to examine the hypothesis that brightness temperature measurements at the operational fiequencies used by the ARM MWR lack the sensitivity necessary to estimate PWV at low vapor concentrations and cold temperatures. A second hypothesis was that radiometers operating at millimeter wavelengths could supply valuable information under just these conditions. Finally, we hypothesize that a combination of MW and MMW channels could supply accurate measurements of PWV over the entire range of values encountered at the NSNAAO. In this study we focus primarily on clear conditions as verified using lidar and cloud radar operated at the NSA site.
a. Sensitivity to water vapor and temperature
One measure of sensitivity to profiles of water-vapor density p, and temperature T is provided by the associated vertical weighting functions Wp,, WT . The equations for the calculation of these functions, in the upward-looking case, are given by Westwater (1 993). From our 7-year ensemble of radiosonde profiles fiom Barrow, Alaska, we calculated T and pv weighting functions for each of these profiles. In Fig. 2 , we present their averages over the conditions 0.0 < PWV 5 5 (mm), 5 < PWV I 10 (mm) and 10 (mm) < PWV for several useful channels. Key features resulting fiom the nearly-linear response to water vapor at 23.8 GHz and the decidedly nonlinear responses at the 183 GHz channels deserve comment. First, over the entire range of PWV the 23.8 GHz Wp, functions are almost independent of altitude; i.e., the TB is directly related to PWV. In addition, the sensitivity to T at this channel is small, i.e., WT G 0. Second, at the low values of PWV (< 5 mm) the channels near 183 GHz exhibit a -30-fold increase in sensitivity to pv, but have only a small sensitivity to T. At increasing amounts of PWV, the 183 GHz Wpv lose their sensitivity to pv and become increasingly sensitive to T.
However, the combined behavior of the 23.8 and the 183 GHz weighting functions suggests that an accurate PWV retrieval using all of the aforementioned channels can be realized for the entire range of clear-air conditions at the NSMAAO location.
Another method of illustrating the joint linearity and sensitivity characteristics of the 23.8 and 183 GHz channels is to plot calculated TB versus PWV (Fig. 3) . As 
b. Retrieval simulation studies
PWV and LWP can be derived &om dual-fiequency MW radiometer measurements using a simple and robust linear non-iterative statistical retrieval algorithm. An a priori set of atmospheric profiles is used to derive regression coefficients relating the atmospheric opacity at the measurement frequencies (23.8 and 3 1.4 GHz) to LWP and PWV. The atmospheric opacity at a particular fiequency is obtained fiom the brightness temperature (TB), an estimate of TB measurement errors, and an estimate of the mean radiating temperature at that fiequency. Westwater (1 993) provides a detailed description of the technique. The non-iterative statistical retrieval algorithm has the advantage that it does not require a temperature and humidity profile, Le., a background field, and requires only very simple calculations. However, the technique requires seasonal and locationdependent regression coefficients.
In this section we describe an iterative statistical-physical algorithm for retrieving PWV and LWP fiom any combination of zenith-MW andor MMW TB measurements . There are a number of advantages to an iterative retrieval over a purely non-iterative statistical approach. First, at wavelengths with strong absorption, (e.g., near the 183 GHz absorption line) the change in atmospheric brightness temperature is a highly nonlinear function of PWV. Near such features the iterative statistical-physical retrieval algorithm weights each data value according to its tangential response to the parameters being retrieved. Second, a background field can be used in the algorithm to more accurately describe the specific temperature and baseline humidity profiles. The iterative retrieval also accounts for the uncertainty of the data and errors in the forward radiative transfer model. And while the iterative retrieval has the disadvantage of being computationally intense, the relatively long sampling intervals for ground based observations and fast speeds of modern computers do not restrict its use.
The iterative statistical-physical algorithm that we have developed has several useful features. The observation frequencies can be readily selected without the need to re-compute regression coefficients. The absorption model that is used can also be readily interchanged for intercomparison purposes. The algorithm also generates estimates of the uncertainties in the retrieved parameters. In order to make the retrieval applicable to both ground-based and airborne up-looking observations, the retrieval algorithm was designed to operate at any observation pressure altitude and for any combination of channels. The retrieval algorithm is also easily modified to retrieve a single parameter (e.g. PWV) based upon independent information that there is no cloud present. Such ancillary information is available at the NSNAAO CART site, where cloud data from both a cloud lidar and a 35 GHz cloud radar are available.
In the following we present a simulation of PWV retrieval uncertainties for a collection of high latitude atmospheric profiles based upon the retrieval algorithm. First we discuss the details of the retrieval algorithm and then the uncertainty in retrieved PWV using a number of different channel combinations for the case of clear-sky conditions.
1) RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM
We use a Newtonian iteration (Rodgers 1976) study. In the first "simple" scheme, the humidity is described by a single value of PWV and the water vapor profile is assumed to be a scaled version of a first guess or background profile. This is acceptable for retrievals using the lower fiequency channels when the opacity of the lower atmosphere is low. In the second "full" scheme, water vapor is carried as the logarithm of water-vapor mixing ratio on N discrete levels and the vertical shape of the water-vapor profile is allowed to evolve during the retrieval process. This is more appropriate for retrievals using the 183 GHz channels where the brightness temperature is sensitive to the emission temperature of the water vapor. The logarithm is used since the mass mixing ratio may sensibly vary by several orders of magnitude and carries with it the advantage that it does not allow negative values of mixing ratio to be retrieved. It should be noted that the primary driver for using this approach is to improve the resultant PWV value rather than derive a water vapor profile.
The (n + 1)th iterate of the atmospheric state x,+l is calculated fiom the previous iterate Xn and a first guess XC, using:
where Yn is the forward-modeled TB vector corresponding to the atmospheric state xn and -10-where T is the matrix transpose operator, B is the covariance matrix of the background field and R is the observation error covariance matrix given by the sum of the forward model F and instrument measurement E error covariance matrices.
Equation (3) is applied iteratively until satisfactory convergence is reached. At convergence, the covariance matrix of the solution x, is given by:
where H is the value of H, at convergence. The uncertainty of the retrieved PWV (determined by integrating p, with respect to height) and LWP are obtained from S, .
We note that the above derivation makes the assumption that all of the error terms are Gaussian random variables. Also, Eq. (5) assumes that the problem is linear in the general region of xo and xn , the result of which is a slight underestimation of the retrieval errors.
In both versions of the algorithm, the background field is provided by a representative radiosonde profile p, discretized at N atmospheric levels. The background temperature and pressure profiles remain fixed during iteration, and H, is evaluated by forward modeling the effect on TBs of water-vapor perturbations, either scaled through the entire profile (simplified scheme) or individually in each of the N model levels, and liquid water perturbations within model layers demonstrating >95% relative humidity.
After each iteration, water vapor is redistributed away from supersaturated layers to adjacent ones, following Prigent et aL (1994) . The final solution for p, is integrated to obtain PWV. For the retrieval to function, realistic values of B and R must be used. In the simple retrieval scheme, we chose B such that the covariance of p, and LWP encompass the entire range of possible values; in the full scheme 7 years of March radiosonde observations at Barrow are used to determine the climatological covariance of the log mass mixing ratio which is taken as a proxy for the humidity elements of the error covariance B. In both schemes, these choices of B give the background little statistical The determination of R is somewhat more involved. Separating R into its component parts, we must consider both an instrument error and a forward-model error.
We can assume these errors to be adequately modeled by Gaussian random processes.
We consider the instrument error E to describe the uncertainty in the radiometer measurement including both random and systematic sources of error. The forward-model error contributions must describe any effects that are not represented in the retrieved parameters. This includes, but is not restricted to, absorption coefficient errors, cloud and water-vapor height assignment errors (most significant if the simple scheme is used with 183 GHz channels), uncertainty in the background temperature andor pressure profiles, forward model discretization error, and other effects not modeled such as horizontal inhomogeneities. Although, ice clouds can impart significant forward model variations, in this study we restrict our analysis to those times when the lidar indicated that no clouds were present.
2) SIMULATIONS OF RETRIEVAL UNCERTAINTIES USING VARIOUS COMBINATION OF FREQUENCIES
We employed the "simple" retrieval algorithm described above to evaluate the uncertainty in retrieving PWV using a variety of frequency combinations. We assumed that the retrieval has successfully converged and that the background has no weight in the final answer; thus B-' i n (5) is a matrix of zeroes. The PWV and LWP errors are then estimated for a set of realistic highlatitude model profiles simply from the right-hand term of (5) without actually performing the retrieval. We selected four combinations of channels that demonstrate the contribution that each additional set of frequencies offers to the retrieval. The choice of channels was prompted by two existing instruments; the DOE Microwave Water Radiometer (MWR), which operates with channels at 23.8 and 3 1.4 GHz, and the NASA Millimeterwave Imaging Radiometer (MIR) flown on the NASA ER-2 high altitude aircraft with double sideband channels at 89, 150, 183.31 +1, k3, k7,220 and 340 GHz (Racette et al. 1996) . The MWR was designed for ground-based operation and we have assumed a combined instrument and modeling uncertainty equivalent to 1 K in zenith-viewing mode. Ground-based calibration of the MIR is more challenging and this, combined with a potentially larger forward-modeling error associated with increased sensitivity to atmospheric constituents, has led us to assume a 3 K uncertainty for the MMW channels. It should be noted that where 183 GHz channels are used in our simulation, we use the average of the lower and upper sidebands in the forward-model calculations. In all cases we assume that errors are uncorrelated, thus R is a diagonal matrix.
The four different channel combinations are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
MWR ( -13-performance is obviously provided when all six channels are used. Although some contribution comes fiom the statistical advantage of having more channels, the major part of the improvement is due simply to the fact that significant sensitivity to changes in PWV is present in at least one of the channels at any value of PWV. While LWP retrieval error results have not been shown here, not surprisingly the six-channel combination outperforms the others in this respect also .
These theoretical results motivated the further investigation of the utility of ground-based MMW measurements through experimental studies. The radiometers were set up adjacent to one another and oriented to scan fiom east to west across the sky. The Circularly Scanning Radiometer (CSR) and 0 2 Scanning Radiometer scanned 360". Details of the operation and calibration of the 0 2 Scanning Radiometer can be found in Westwater et al. (1 999) . The CSR is an instrument specifically designed for the NSA experiment. The CSR completes one scan cycle every 120 s during which time a 120" sector of the sky is scanned and two blackbody calibration references are observed; one reference is heated to -330 K while the other was maintained at the outside ambient temperature. Due to the long period between calibrations, a reference differencing technique was employed. The MMW channels used a chopping wheel to alternatively observe an internal reference and the scene. The MW channels used ferrite switches to switch between the scene and an internal reference.
Problems discovered with the ferrite switches after the experiment made the calibration of the MW channels suspect. Therefore, these data are not included in the present analysis. Also, the 325 GHz data are not included in this analysis due to excessive noise in the data. The tipping curve calibration technique (tip-cal) was applied to the following CSR channels: 183 +/-7, 183 +/-12, 183 +/-15,340 GHz. The tip-cal was not applied to the 183 k 0.5,183 f 1, 183 * 3, and 183 k 5 GHz channels due to the higher opacity of these fiequencies. The application and limitations of the tip-cal technique can be found in Han and Westwater (2000) .
The DOER and the MIR had obscured views to the west and thus their scan elevation angle was limited fiom 70" toward the west to 20' toward the east. The obscured view limited our ability to apply tipping calibration corrections to these data. A description of the DOER may be found in Racette et al. (1998) . The cold weather affected the performance of the sensor that measures the elevation angle; thus the ability to apply the tip-cal to the DOER data was severely compromised. These data are not included in the present analysis. The MIR instrument has a long heritage of making brightness temperature images from onboard the NASA high altitude ER-2 aircraft. A description of the MIR instrument, its operation and calibration can be found in Racette et al. (1996) . The instrument uses two blackbody calibration references to achieve absolute calibration; one reference is heated to -328 K, while the other is allowed to float at the ambient temperature. Studies performed on the calibration of the MIR indicate the uncertainty in brightness temperature is -2 K for all the channels for TB measurements between 200 and 300 K. For TBs lower than 200 K the uncertainty of the measurements degrades due to extrapolation of the calibration data. Calibration studies with the instrument have revealed a source of calibration error due to limitations of the beam efficiency which is accentuated at lower TBs (Racette et al. 1995 ). This effect is most significant for the 89 GHz and 150 GHz channels. For this reason, the tip-cal technique was applied to these two channels.
The tip-cal technique was not applied to the other MIR channels because the other channels measure higher TBs, the uncertainty in the measurement of the elevation scan angle, and the inability to perform a symmetric (with respect to zenith) scan.
Over the duration of the experiment, 10 sets of calibration measurements were performed using the MW radiometers deployed for this experiment. Each set of calibration measurements consisted of views of three blackbody references. One blackbody was stored outside, and therefore its measured temperature was very close to that of the outside air temperature. The second blackbody was stored inside a heated shelter. Its temperature was approximately 295 K, and it was observed to slowly decrease during the interval that the calibration measurements were made. The third blackbody was immersed in liquid nitrogen. These 10 sets of measurements were not used to apply any correction to the collected data but were used instead to study the stability and uncertainty in the brightness temperature measurements.
During the experiment, the CART site operated a full suite of atmospheric remote-sensing instrumentation (Stamnes et al. 1999) . The chilled-mirror measurements were intermittent and often contained suspect humidity values. Therefore, the chilled-mirror measurements are not considered in the present study.
a. Observations
The experiment benefited from a wide variety of Arctic winter atmospheric conditions ranging from clear and calm skies to blowing snow and heavy multilayer cloud coverage. Figure GHz, and 340 GHz, the measured TBs are higher than the forward-modeled brightness temperatures. Thus, the discrepancies between the forward-modeled and measured TBs cannot be explained by a simple bias of the radiosonde humidity profile.
Significant response of the MMW channels to the presence of clouds can be seen in the line plots of Fig. 5c between Julian days 72 and 84. Images produced by the window channels of the scanning radiometers during these times of cloudy conditions (not shown in this paper) demonstrate the potential of MMW radiometry for studies of arctic clouds. In this study, however, we limit our analysis to modeling and estimating PWV during clear conditions. Discrepancies at the 183+/-1 and 183+/-3 GHz channels can partly be explained by small passband response differences. Previous calibration studies made using the MIR, studies using the tip-cal technique, the 10 sets of measurements made using the three blackbody references, and the comparison of the independently calibrated measurements lead us to a conservative estimate of the calibration uncertainty of +/-3 K for all the channels over the range of brightness temperatures observed throughout the experiment, except for the 89 and 150 GHz channels. The uncertainty of the 89 GHz and 150 GHz channels is somewhat greater (+/-5 K for TBs less than 40 K).
For the periods of clear sky, the MWR channels exhibited a dynamic range not This fact was demonstrated by the discovery of calibration-based errors in the MWR data and is discussed in the next section.
Analysis and discussion

a. MWR calibration issues
Comparisons of retrieved PWVs were made using measurements fiom the MWR and the MIR and CSR 183 +/-7 GHz channels. The MIR-based retrievals were made using the "full" iterative physical retrieval described in Section 2.b. I), whereas the CSRbased retrievals were performed using a non-iterative statistical retrieval technique (Westwater 1993) . Both the MIR-and CSR-based 183 +/-7 GHz retrievals agree exceptionally well, even though they used two independently calibrated datasets and fundamentally different retrieval algorithms. However, we discovered significant differences in the MWR retrieved values and those derived fiom the CSR and fiom the MIR. These differences existed not only in the magnitude of the values but also in the hourly trends of the time series. The discrepancies led us to examine the calibration technique used with the MWR instrument.
The MWR calibration is based in part upon the apparent brightness temperature of an internal noise diode. The noise temperature of this diode is adjusted to be consistent with tip-cal measurements. In the original calibration algorithm, tip-cal measurements averaged over several hours were used to adjust the noise temperature of the diode (Liljegren 2000) . By eliminating the averaging and using the "instantane~us" tip-cal measurement to adjust the noise diode temperature (Cimini et al. 2003, Han and , a dramatic improvement in the consistency of the measurements in all three instruments is achieved. Fig. 8a shows the TB measurements of the two MWR channels before and after modification to the calibration algorithm. The modified data are clearly less noisy, differing fiom the original brightness temperatures by as much as 2 K.
We note that over the entire month of clear-air data, the total range of the 23.8 GHz TB data was -3.5 K, so that a 2 K calibration error can lead to significant error in retrieved PWV. In Fig. 8b the MWR-based retrievals using the original and modified calibrations are shown (the modified MWR TB data is also used to estimated the PWV in Fig. 5b ).
Corrections to the retrieved PWV are seen to exceed 100% at certain times, e.g. between
Julian day 68 and 69.
b. Model comparisons
Westwater et al.
(1 990) performed a study in which MW TBs were calculated fiom contemporary absorption models and then compared with well-calibrated radiometer measurements. Since then, several new models have been developed.
However, the original model of Liebe and Layton (1987) has still proven to be an excellent one, and we use it as one of our candidate models. For simplicity, we refer to the model as L87. This model is very close, but not identical, to the model published by Liebe (1989) . Based on measurements not available in 1987, Liebe et al. (1993) updated the L87 model, and made several modifications to the water-vapor continuum, the 22.235
GHz water-vapor line parameters, and the 5-mm 0 2 band parameters. We refer to this model as L93. Finally, Rosenkranz (1998) made additional modifications to L87 and L93. This model (ROS) is the most contemporary that we consider.
To study the behavior of the three models as a hnction of fiequency, we selected a cold, dry profile measured during the experiment (PWV = 0.8 cm), and then extrapolated the profile above its highest level (-20 mb) to a level of 0.1 mb. The entire profile had a total of 413 levels fiom the surface at 1028.2 mb to the upper level of 0.1 mb. The calculated zenith-viewing TBs from 1 GHz to 350 GHz are shown in Fig. 9a . It is apparent that there are substantial differences among the models in some parts of the spectrum, especially above 200 GHz, where the L93 departs significantly fiom the other two. Changes in line parameters and different continuum formulations account for these differences. The differences among the three models are more apparent in Fig. 9b ; here we show the computed model differences fiom L87 using the same profile. Differences between the models exist, not only in the window regions, but also around the water vapor lines at 183.31 GHz and 325 GHz. These differences can be as large as 10 K. To illustrate the apparent differences around the 60 GHz 0 2 band and the 1 18 GHz 0 2 line, we computed the differences for the same profile, but with the humidity set to zero. As shown in Fig. 9c , significant changes in the 0 2 line parameters and interference coefficients exist in these models.
c. Retrieval of temperature profiles using 0 2 Scanning Radiometer data
Data fiom the 60 GHz 0 2 Scanning Radiometer were used to derive temperature profiles of the lower troposphere (Leuski and Westwater 2000) . For the data we present here, we used temporally interpolated radiosondes as a first guess for our retrieval. Single-channel retrievals were also performed using the L93 and L87 models. The differences we found in the retrieved values between channels are comparable to the differences obtained when using the ROS model, albeit the absolute values in the retrievals differ in a manner predictable from the differences between models in the forward-modeled TBs. A statistical comparison of the forward-modeled TBs with the measurements is presented in the next section. Multichannel retrievals were also performed using all three models. The results of the multichannel retrievals take the form of a weighted average of the same single-channel retrievals. These results add little to the discussion of the observed discrepancies and therefore are not presented.
The 7-year data set used to derive the curves in Fig 3 were e. Statistical comparisons of absorption models using forward modeled TBs from the
RA OB soundings and measured TBs
Using the Viiisala ceilometer to identie cloud-fiee conditions within f 30 min of radiosonde release time, a total of 18 NWS and 9 corrected ARM RS-80 soundings were determined to be cloud fiee. Forward-modeled TBs fiom the three models were calculated using these radiosonde profiles. In Table 2 , we show statistical comparisons between the calculations and near-concurrent TB measurements. The TB measurements were averaged over a one-hour period centered about the time of the radiosonde launch.
It is apparent that if the corrected ARM RAOBS and the NWS RAOBS are more representative of atmospheric truth, then the L93 model TBs are considerably higher than the MIR observations at 183 f 7 GHz, 220 GHz, and 340 GHz. However, the L93 model is the best match for the MWR 23.8 GHz and 3 1.4 GHz channels. All three models differ by as much as 0.55K and 0.82 K at 23.8 GHz and 3 1.4 GHz, respectively. In general the differences between the L87 and ROS models are close in magnitude, although the differences are significant for some channels, e.g. 3 1.4 GHz. The TB differences for the 183fl GHz and 1 8 3 s GHz channels are conspicuously large, much larger than can possibly be explained by radiometer measurement error. The differences between the NWS and ARM statistics for the 183f1 GHz and 183f3 GHz channels can be attributed to differences in the local conditions where the radiosondes were launched. Local heating and sources of water vapor within the city of Barrow where the NWS radiosondes were launched could result in increased values of calculated TBs. The associated large standard deviations and relative small sample size limits the statistical significance of the difference between these models. Furthermore, the uncertainties in the RAOB measurements of water vapor, together with the uncertainties in the MIR and CSR calibrations of -3K, do not allow us to make a definitive statement regarding which of the L87 and ROS models is better.
Conclusion
Accurate measurement of water vapor during dry conditions is important for modeling the radiation budget in polar regions. Based on a history of radiosondes launched by the National Weather Service (NWS) at Barrow, Alaska, we found that dry conditions at Barrow are prevalent over a substantial fixtion of the year. A probability distribution of PWV constructed using these radiosondes shows that there is a high percentage of cases (-50%) in which PWV is less than 5 mm, i.e., those cases in which 183 GHz radiometry is promising. In this paper we evaluated theoretically the potential of MMW radiometry for measuring low amounts of PWV, presented experimental data, and pointed out the difficulties associated with such measurements.
Weighting fbnction analysis shows the greatly enhanced sensitivity of the 183 GHz region to water vapor at low concentrations (PWV < 5 mm); at higher concentrations (PWV > 10 mm), the sensitivity of measurements made using the 23 and Single-channel and multichannel retrievals were performed using a combination of MW and MMW data. Differences as large as 50% -100% in the retrieved PWV values are consistent with differences observed in the forward-model TB comparisons.
These differences are attributed primarily to errors in the absorption model and to a lesser extent on errors in the background temperature field and radiometer calibration.
Additional measurements and further refinement of experimental design are needed to quantify the error sources. Emphasis should be placed on reducing the uncertainty of the radiometer measurements and increasing the fiequency of radiosonde launches at the experiment site.
Overall, the study shows that using 183 GHz radiometers to improve MWR retrievals at low amounts of PWV is sound, with a roughly 25 fold-increase in dynamic range during very dry conditions. A variety of simulations and theoretical considerations all suggest that better than 5% percent accuracy can be obtained during clear conditions for the range of PWV expected in the polar regions. However, retrieval of PWV using MMW radiometric measurements is complicated by absorption model uncertainties as well as uncertainties in the radiometric measurements and background field.
Zenith brightness temperatures collected during the intensive observation period along with data documentation are available on the ARM archive (www.armaov).
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